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From: Jim Rosenbaum <askrosie@hotmail.com>
Date: April 11, 2014 at 7:47:56 AM PDT
To: Rainey Booth <rainey@littlepagebooth.com>
Cc: "jrosenbaum@jamsadr.com" <jrosenbaum@jamsadr.com>, Deb Stewart
<dstewart@jamsadr.com>, "dlewis@jamsadr.com" <dlewis@jamsadr.com>, John Moss
<jmoss@jamsadr.com>, "tmillrood@pbmattorneys.com" <tmillrood@pbmattorneys.com>,
"erik@hkhlaw.com" <erik@hkhlaw.com>, "acowgill@hkllp.com" <acowgill@hkllp.com>,
"pwetherall@whiteandwetherall.com" <pwetherall@whiteandwetherall.com>, "'Mike Williams'"
<michael_williams@wdolaw.com>, "'Rob Jenner'" <rkjenner@hotmail.com>, "'Zoe Littlepage'"
<zoe@littlepagebooth.com>
Subject: RULING RE: HRT -- remaining issues with settlement agreement
Decision:
To Members of the Common Fund Fee Committee:
Special Master Ruling
1) It appears to me the Ury & Moskow firm was inadvertently omitted from the list of "32"
common fund participants. This is not an error of allocation; it is a straight mistake in having
failed to place them amongst the 100% of those who made common contributions to the total
effort.
LB agrees with the other members of the Fee Committee that Ury & Moskow are deserving of
being amongst the common fund recipients
As such, they ought not to be paid out of the $4,000,000 holdback fund, but ought to placed, as
they properly should have been, as part of the common fund recipients.
[Ury & Moskow are, then, to be dealt with as was the Wetherall firm]
2) The parties' agreement that I will deal with the 45% question and that there have been no
findings concerning any professional issues as to any of the common fund counsel [the
agreement filed, but withdrawn from the Court record last week] is complete in itself. It is not to
be incorporated into the text of the Common Fund Fee Distribution Agreement agreed upon last
week, and as modified last Friday and today. It is free-standing, and will be filed with the
Common Fund Fee Distribution Agreement, as part of a complete resolution of these matters.
James M. Rosenbaum
United States District Judge (Ret.)
Court-Appointed Special Master

